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A Presynaptic Mechanism Accounts for the Differential Block of 
Nicotinic Synapses on Sympathetic B and C Neurons by 
c+Tubocurtirine 
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Department of Neurobiology, University of Pittsburgh, School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15261 

The effects of d-tubocurarine (dTC) on nicotinic synapses 
on sympathetic B and C neurons in the bullfrog were com- 
pared by recording trains of postganglionic compound ac- 
tion potentials (CAPS) at 0.5-20 Hz. Block by dTC was 
strongly use dependent in that the IC,, shifted almost lo- 
fold with increasing stimulus frequency. Maximum sensi- 
tivity to dTC occurred at 5 Hz in the B system and at 20 Hz 
in the C system. Recovery during posttrain periods was 
characterized by transient reduction of CAP amplitude in 
the B system and by transient enhancement of CAP am- 
plitude in the C system. Thus, dTC distinguished between 
nicotinic synapses on the two cell types. 

The cell-specific effects of dTC could arise from differ- 
ences in postsynaptic or presynaptic nicotinic receptors, 
or from differences in acetylcholine (ACh) release. We test- 
ed these possibilities using intracellular recording. Based 
on comparison with iontophoretic responses to ACh, 
changes in EPSP amplitude during repetitive stimulation in 
dTC could not be explained by altered postsynaptic sen- 
sitivity. The block of nicotinic receptors was further ana- 
lyzed by recording synaptic currents. In B and C cells, 3 
PM dTC competitively antagonized EPSC amplitude by 54% 
without any sign of open-channel block. In B cells, com- 
parison of trains in normal Ringer and dTC revealed a con- 
stant fractional reduction in EPSC amplitude, thereby in- 
dicating that presynaptic nicotinic receptors do not influ- 
ence release. In the C system, dTC had no effect on pep- 
tidergic EPSPs, thereby suggesting that presynaptic 
nicotinic receptors also do not influence peptide release. 

We conclude that the differential effects of dTC on nic- 
otinic transmission are indirect consequences of differ- 
ences in ACh release by preganglionic B and C neurons. 

[Key words: neuronal nicotinic receptors, presynaptic 
modulation, presynaptic nicotinic receptors, synaptic de- 
pression, sympathetic ganglia, synaptic potentiation] 

These experiments were begun with the goal of identifying an- 
tagonists that could distinguish between nicotinic synapses on 
functionally distinct groups of sympathetic neurons. Such antag- 
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onists would be useful for analyzing the integrative function of 
sympathetic ganglia. At the outset the possibility that antagonists 
might be selective appeared plausible given the cellular orga- 
nization of bullfrog sympathetic ganglia and the molecular prop- 
erties of neuronal nicotinic receptors in other systems. 

As in higher vertebrates, bullfrog sympathetic neurons are or- 
ganized into phenotypes serving specialized functional modali- 
ties (Horn, 1992; Janig and McLachlan, 1992). B neurons in- 
nervate cutaneous glands (P Jobling and J. P Horn, unpublished 
observations) and C neurons innervate arteries (Stofer et al., 
1990). At the ganglionic level, postsynaptic nicotinic receptors 
mediate fast synaptic transmission in both cell types. However, 
the receptors on each cell type have different kinetic properties; 
the mean open-time of the channel is two times larger in C cells 
than in B cells (Marshall, 1985, 1986). This implies the exis- 
tence of a structural difference between nicotinic receptors on B 
and C neurons. 

The pharmacological subclassification of nicotinic receptors 
was begun by Paton and Zaimis (1949). They showed that an- 
tagonists can select between nicotinic synapses in autonomic 
ganglia and in muscle, and thereby provided indirect evidence 
that the two cell types express different nicotinic receptors. Well- 
known examples from this work are that hexamethonium selec- 
tively blocks ganglionic transmission while decamethonium and 
d-tubocurarine (dTC) selectively block neuromuscular transmis- 
sion. Molecular cloning has subsequently revealed that (1) nic- 
otinic receptors on neurons and muscle are composed of differ- 
ent though homologous subunits (Sargent, 1993); (2) neuronal 
nicotinic receptors are themselves made from diverse families 
of 01 and p subunits; and (3) autonomic neurons express at least 
five different subunits (Listerud et al., 1991; Corriveau and Berg, 
1993; Vernallis et al., 1993). This implies a striking potential for 
receptor heterogeneity, but its actual extent and functional im- 
portance in the nervous system remain less clear. Possible im- 
plications of nicotinic receptor diversity are suggested by ex- 
periments using heterologous expression in Xenopus oocytes. In 
these studies the kinetic properties and pharmacology of neu- 
ronal nicotinic receptors both depend on subunit composition 
(Luetje et al., 1990; Luetje and Patrick, 1991; Papke and Hei- 
nemann, 1991). We therefore wondered whether the kinetic dif- 
ferences between receptors on bullfrog B and C cells might be 
accompanied by pharmacological distinctions. 

Preparations of bullfrog lumbar sympathetic chain ganglia 9 
and 10 are convenient for screening antagonists because popu- 
lation responses of B and C cells can be easily monitored using 
simple extracellular recordings. During preliminary extracellular 
experiments it became evident that the blocking actions of dTC 
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and other antagonists were indeed cell specific, and that they 
varied greatly with the frequency of presynaptic stimulation, es- 
pecially in the B system (Shen and Horn, 1992, 1993). 

This article describes extracellular experiments that document 
the nature and extent of cell-specific block by dTC, and intra- 
cellular experiments that evaluate three possible underlying 
mechanisms. In different autonomic ganglia, dTC acts to varying 
degrees as an open-channel blocker and as a competitive antag- 
onist of acetylcholine (ACh) binding (Ascher et al., 1979; Rang, 
1982; Lipscombe and Rang, 1988; Skok et al., 1989). One mech- 
anism for cellular selectivity would involve differences in post- 
synaptic receptors. They might vary in their affinity for dTC as 
a competitive or open-channel blocker. A second mechanism 
invokes presynaptic nicotinic receptors that are thought to exist 
in bullfrog sympathetic ganglia (Koketsu and Nishi, 1968; Gins- 
borg, 1971). In principle, presynaptic nicotinic receptors could 
modulate transmitter release in either cell system. Finally, dTC 
might act indirectly to unmask a difference in the release mech- 
anism for ACh by preganglionic B and C neurons. 

Materials and Methods 

Preparation and general procedures. Experiments were done at room 
temperature (21-24°C) on preparations of paravertebral sympathetic 
ganglia 7-10 that were isolated from 6-7 inch bullfrogs (Rana cates- 
biana) of both sexes (Charles D. Sullivan, Co., Nashville, TN). We used 
established procedures for dissecting ganglia, for extracellular recording 
from rami communicantes with suction electrodes, and for intracellular 
recording from neurons visualized under a 40X water-immersion No- 
marski obiective (Dodd and Horn, 1983). Stimulus intensitv and nolaritv 
were adjusted to evoke minimal latency responses that were supramax- 
imal. B and C cell responses were selectively evoked by stimulating 
the sympathetic chain rostra1 to ganglion 7, and spinal nerves 7 and 8 
central to their rami. Fast and slow B neurons were not distinguished 
in this study. 

Extracellular experiments to construct dose-response relations. 
Paired recordings of trains of compound action potentials (CAPS) were 
made from the B and C cell systems over a range of stimulus frequen- 
cies (0.5-20 Hz) and dTC concentrations (3-100 FM). These experi- 
ments were done in a low-volume chamber (1.5 ml) at a superfusion 
rate of 4-6 ml/min. In control experiments, the effects of 10 and 100 
)LM dTC were found to equilibrate in <30 min. The protocol for dose- 
response experiments was therefore to wait 30 min for dTC to equili- 
brate, to record B responses in ascending order of frequency, to record 
a set of C responses, and then to repeat the sequence at the next higher 
dose. The waiting time between stimulus trains was another factor in 
the experimental design. Forty stimuli, especially at higher frequencies, 
may evoke slow postsynaptic potentials, presynaptic potentiation, and 
presynaptic depression (Zengel et al., 1980; Horn, 1992). To minimize 
these factors, 2.5 min rests were included between trains. 

During initial experiments extracellular CAPS amplitudes were mea- 
sured from chart records (Gould 2400). In subsequent experiments the 
signals were digitized at 2 kHz with a Digidata 1200 interface utilizing 
AXOTAPE 2.0 software and a Dell 486DX/33 computer. Data were then 
transferred to a Macintosh computer and analyzed using IGOR software 
(Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). 

IC,, values were estimated by fitting dose-response data to a logistic 
equation (DeLean et al., 1978) with IGOR (normalized responses for 
blockade at zero and infinite dTC concentrations were held constant at 
1 and 0). IC,, values for the B and C systems were compared using 
Student’s paired two-tailed t  test and p < 0.05 as the criterion for sig- 
nificance. 

Intracellular recording and voltage clamp. Synaptic potentials and 
responses to acetylcholine were recorded intracellularly under current 
clamp (Harris et al., 1971; Dodd and Horn, 1983). Electrodes were 
pulled from 1.2 mm glass on a Narishige PD.5 puller or a Sutter P-87 
puller. Intracellular electrodes (3 M KCl) had resistances of 60-120 MO. 
Iontophoretic electrodes were pulled at the same settings and filled with 
1 M ACh. The ACh pipette was pressed against the surface of a cell 
body and briefly oscillated to lessen diffusion barriers. Backing currents 
of l-5 nA were sufficient to prevent ACh leakage and receptor desen- 
sitization. dTC was bath applied in Ringer at 14 ml/min. 

Nicotinic EPSCs were recorded under two-electrode voltage clamp 
using an Axoclamp-2A or B amplifier. Electrodes were beveled to 20- 
30 MR (Sutter BV-10). Clamp data were accepted only when EPSCs 
were free of notches and the unclamped potential was less than 3 mV. 
No correction was made for the voltage error. 

In some experiments the voltage dependence of synaptic currents was 
measured by jumping the holding potential from -50 mV to between 
-100 and +80 mV. During these experiments synaptic currents were 
evoked at low rates (0.1-0.2 Hz) and holding potential was shifted using 
850 msec pulses. Synaptic currents were stimulated 400 msec after the 
start of the pulse to avoid contamination by voltage-sensitive currents. 
Generally five successive synaptic currents were averaged at each po- 
tential to minimize signal fluctuations. In experiments using stimulus 
trains, the holding potential was manually adjusted. 

Voltage and current signals were low-pass filtered at 3 and l-l.3 
kHz. They were monitored on an oscilloscope and digitized at 2.5-5 
l&z using the same computer and software as for extracellular experi- 
ments. Using IGOR, averaged synaptic current amplitudes were mea- 
sured, and time constants of EPSC decay were estimated by fitting data 
between 90% and 10% of the peak to one exponential. 

Intracellular data from B and C neurons were compared using Stu- 
dent’s unpaired two-tailed t test and p < 0.05 as the criterion for sig- 
nificance. 

Solutions and drugs. The Ringer solution contained (mM) 115 NaCl, 
2 KCl, 1.8 CaCl,, and 4 Na-HEPES (pH 7.2-7.3). Acetylcholine chlo- 
ride and d-tubocurarine chloride were obtained from Sigma Chemical. 

Results 

Extracellular analysis 

Nicotinic transmission in normal Ringer. In bullfrog the pregan- 
glionic B and C pathways can be selectively activated through 
separate nerves (Libet et al., 1968; Horn and Stofer, 1988). Con- 
sequently, extracellular recording from postganglionic rami pro- 
vides a simple means for systematically comparing nicotinic 
synapses on B and C neurons. 

In >30 experiments, compound postganglionic B and C 
waves always followed trains of 40 presynaptic stimuli (0.5-20 
Hz) without appreciable changes in amplitude when recorded in 
normal Ringer (Figs. 1, 2). They consisted mainly of a com- 
pound action potential (CAP). In addition, the B wave contained 
a smaller compound nicotinic EPSP riding on the spike after- 
potential. The constancy of the CAP indicates that the safety 
factor for nicotinic transmission normally remains high during 
repetitive stimulation in both cell systems. 

d-Tubocurarine distinguishes between B and C cells. Ten mi- 
cromolar dTC distinguished in two ways between nicotinic syn- 
apses on B and C cells during 5 Hz stimulation. It slightly re- 
duced the first CAP and it revealed a strong use-dependent block 
in the B system. Figure 1 illustrates both effects. In this exper- 
iment dTC reduced the first B CAP by 2% and the first C CAP 
by 12%. Though small, this difference was reproducible when 
dose-response curves were constructed (below). The difference 
during subsequent responses in the trains was more dramatic. B 
wave amplitude progressively declined during the train and 
reached a plateau at 36% of control (Fig. lA,B). When summed 
over the entire train, average B wave amplitude was 54% of 
control (Fig. 1 C). By contrast, C wave amplitude remained con- 
stant at 88% of control throughout the 5 Hz train. This suggests 
that dTC has two actions. Reduction of the first CAP in a train 
is independent of previous activity and is more sensitive to dTC 
in the C system than in the B system. Reduction of subsequent 
CAPS appears use dependent in the B, but not the C system. 
When the entire 5 Hz trains are compared, the B system seems 
more sensitive to dTC than the C system. At this level, use- 
dependent block of the B wave resembles the cumulative block 
of neuromuscular transmission seen during repetitive stimula- 
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Figure 1. Selective antagonism of nicotinic transmission in the B system by d-tubocurarine (dTC). Postganglionic B and C waves (A, B) were 
recorded extracellularly from rami communicantes. In control Ringer, the amplitudes of postganglionic responses remain constant during 40 pulse 
trains at 5 Hz (A). In 10 FM dTC, a strong use-dependent block develops in the B system but not the C system (B). CAP amplitudes in dTC are 
plotted (C) as percentage of the corresponding control CAP for each pulse in the trains. 

tion, a phenomenon also known as fade (Magleby et al., 1981; 
Gibb and Marshall, 1984). Unlike neuromuscular fade, which 
becomes strong at frequencies of >50 Hz (Magleby et al., 1981), 
fade was clearly evident in the sympathetic B system during 0.5 
Hz stimulation. 

To establish the extent of fade in dTC, trains of CAPS were 
systematically recorded at six frequencies and five dTC concen- 
trations. Standard trains of 40 stimuli were adopted because use- 
dependent effects approximated steady-state values over the en- 

tire range of experimental conditions (Fig. 2). Paired observa- 
tions of B and C waves were made to lessen variability between 
preparations (e.g., incomplete dissection of diffusion barriers). 
Figure 2 illustrates one of five experiments that yielded similar 
results. The amplitude of the first CAP in each train was taken 
as a measure of use-independent (0 Hz) block and the last CAP 
in each train was used to measure block at the associated fre- 
quency. 

In the B system, the extent of fade and its rate of onset in- 
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Figure 2. Frequency dependence of dose-response relations for dTC. In control recordings of postganglionic CAPS in normal Ringer, transmission 
remains constant throughout trains at all frequencies in the B (A) and C (B) systems. In 10 PM dTC (A, B) fade is present at all frequencies in the 
B system but only at 10 and 20 Hz in the C system. This is evident in dose-response curves for each frequency in the B system (C) and C system 
(D). The 0 Hz curves were constructed from measurements of the first CAP in trains and the other curves were based on the last CAP in trains. 
Responses in dTC were normalized to their corresponding controls in normal Ringer. In the B system (C), there is a progressive leftward shift of 
the dose-response relations between 0 and 5 Hz (solid symbols and lines). Above 5 Hz (open symbols and dotted lines) the curves shift back to 
the right. In the C system (D) the dose-response relations were shifted only at 10 and 20 Hz. A plot of IC,, (mean ? SD) versus stimulus frequency 
(E) using data from five paired experiments shows how the two cell systems differ (*, p < 0.05). 
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set intervals. The dotted line in each 
panel marks the amplitude of the first 
CAP in the train. 

creased with stimulus frequency (Fig. 2A). When dose-response 
curves were constructed from the data at each frequency (Fig. 
2C), fade was manifest as a frequency-dependent leftward shift 
in the dose-response relation for dTC. The decrease in IC,, was 
largest between 0 and 2 Hz and approached lo-fold on reaching 
its full extent at 5 Hz. At frequencies of >5 Hz there was a 
slight increase in the IC,, for dTC. 

The same analysis demonstrated fade in the C system but at 
higher frequencies (Fig. 2B). Between 0 and 5 Hz, there was no 
frequency-dependent shift in the dose-response curve for dTC, 
but the IC,, was progressively reduced at 10 and 20 Hz (Fig. 
20). 

Comparison of the IC,, versus frequency data from five ex- 
periments illustrates the differential effects of dTC (Fig. 2E). At 
0 Hz, the C system was 2.1 times more sensitive to dTC than 
the B system QJ < 0.05). This relation reversed at 2 and 5 Hz 
with the B wave being 2.2 and 2.9 times more sensitive to dTC 
than the C wave. At 20 Hz the C wave was again more sensitive 
to dTC. These observations demonstrate a complex relationship 
between stimulus frequency and curariform block of nicotinic 
synapses on B and C neurons. Regardless of the underlying 
mechanisms the data show that block can be selective for either 
cell type depending on the stimulus frequency and the dose of 
dTC. 

In addition to its effects during trains, dTC unmasked a third 
cell-specific effect during recovery after trains. Recoveries were 
measured by recording four to eight CAPS at 0.125 Hz after 
conditioning trains of 40 stimuli at frequencies that produce fade 
(Fig. 3). In normal Ringer, the amplitudes of B and C waves 
during the recovery period remained unchanged. However, con- 
sistently different recovery profiles were observed in dTC. Re- 
covery in the B system was characterized by posttrain depres- 
sion of CAP amplitude that lasted about a minute (Fig. 3A), and 
recovery in the C system was characterized by posttrain poten- 
tiation of CAP amplitude that persisted for tens of seconds (Fig. 
3B). 

Intracellular analysis 

Use-dependent block of nicotinic synapses in dTC could arise 
from multiple mechanisms that progressively reduce EPSP size 
during trains (see introductory remarks). We made intracellular 

Figure 3. Differential recovery from 
fade of the extracellular B wave (A) 
and C wave (B) after 20 Hz stimulation 
in dTC. Truce A was recorded in 10 FM 
dTC and trace B was recorded in 20 
PM dTC. After each train of 40 stimuli, 
four single responses were evoked at 8 

B 

recordings to resolve the possibilities and determine whether 
dTC discriminates between nicotinic receptors on the two cell 
types. 

Effects of repetitive stimulation on EPSP amplitude. Initial 
recordings were made under current clamp because it produces 
less impalement damage than voltage clamp and we wanted to 
observe effects of dTC on firing, a condition that parallels the 
extracellular recordings. 

In both cell types, nicotinic EPSPs remained suprathreshold 
during trains (0.5-20 Hz) recorded in normal Ringer from cells 
having input resistances of >50 MR In poorer recordings (Rinput 
< 20 MO), firing sometimes was blocked by hyperpolarizing 
the resting potential. Although EPSP amplitude appeared to fade, 
these measurements were deemed unreliable because of small 
amplitude axonal spikes conducting passively into the soma. 

In lo-30 PM dTC, subthreshold EPSPs became clearly evi- 
dent during repetitive stimulation (Fig. 4). We compared this 
effect with the extracellular results. 

In B cells, low-frequency stimulation (l-5 Hz) caused fade 
of intracellular EPSP amplitude. Figure 4A illustrates a cell stim- 
ulated at 5 Hz in 20 FM dTC. The first EPSP in the train was 
subthreshold. The next 15 EPSPs all triggered action potentials 
and then the EPSP became subthreshold during 21 of 24 sub- 
sequent responses. After the train, EPSP amplitude remained low 
and did not reach threshold again until after 20 set of recovery. 
This mirrored the time course of fade and of poststimulus de- 
pression in extracellular records (Figs. lB, 3A). An additional 
feature, not seen extracellularly, was the slow muscarinic EPSP 
during the train (Libet et al., 1968). Fade and poststimulus de- 
pression were also seen in cells without demonstrable muscarinic 
EPSPs. 

In C cells, by contrast, low-frequency stimulation (l-5 Hz) in 
dTC commonly caused an increase in EPSP amplitude (Fig. 4C). 
Fade only became evident at 10 and 20 Hz. Figure 4B illustrates 
a C cell stimulated at 20 Hz. In this case the first seven EPSPs 
were suprathreshold and fade became evident during subsequent 
responses. Although four EPSPs during the latter part of the train 
exceeded threshold, there was an overall progressive decline in 
EPSP amplitude. After the train, EPSP amplitude remained el- 
evated above threshold. This behavior is consistent with fade 
and posttetanic potentiation in extracellular records (Figs. 2, 3). 
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Preganglionic C stimulation elicited a slow peptidergic EPSP 
(Jan and Jan, 1982) in some but not,all of our recordings. Gen- 
erally the slow EPSP began with a latency that was longer than 
the duration of the 10 and 20 Hz trains where fade occurs. 

B C cell - 20 Hz 

400ms 

c C cell - 2 Hz 

)15m~ 

5s 

20 mV 

3s 

Figure 4. Intracellular recordings of synaptic responses under current 
clamp in 20 FM dTC. Stimulation of a B cell (A) at 5 Hz and a C cell 
(B) at 20 Hz both produce fade. Arrows in each panel mark posttrain 
depression in the B cell and potentiation in the C cell. A train of EPSPs 
in another C cell (C) undergoes potentiation during repetitive stimula- 
tion at 2 Hz (V,,, = -90 mV). A shows a chart record in which the 
larger responses are truncated action potentials (V, = -60 mV). The 
slow depolarization is a muscarinic EPSP B is a digitized record printed 
at two speeds demarcated by a change in baseline thickness (V, = -52 
mV). 

tu&A&.u~A~ .-------------------------------------- 
IOmV 

eg],,~ 
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Comparison of EPSPs with responses to iontophoretically ap- 
plied ACh. At the neuromuscular junction, focal application of 
ACh has been used to infer the site of fade (Magleby et al., 
1981; Gibb and Marshall, 1984). Following a similar approach 
we measured the amplitudes of repetitive responses to ACh ap- 
plied by brief (5-15 msec) current pulses and compared them 
with changes in EPSP amplitude. The briefest ACh responses in 
our best experiments were still three to five times slower than 
EPSPs. To avoid fusion between successive ACh responses and 
desensitization we used frequencies of 5.5 Hz. 

Figure 5A illustrates interdigitated synaptic and iontophoretic 
responses from a B cell stimulated at 2 Hz in 20 FM dTC. EPSP 
amplitude declined during the train while the ACh response held 
constant. This indicates fade is presynaptic. Similar results were 
seen during trains containing only EPSPs or iontophoretic re- 
sponses. This shows the result is not caused by interaction be- 
tween the responses. When C cells were studied in a similar 
manner EPSP amplitude grew during 1-2 Hz stimulation (Figs. 
4C, 5B), while ACh responses held constant or slightly declined 
(Fig. 5B,D). Thus, potentiation of EPSPs at low frequencies in 
C cells is presynaptic. 

During posttrain recovery periods, ACh responses were some- 
times enhanced during slow EPSPs. In B cells, where the nic- 
otinic EPSP remains depressed after 20 Hz stimulation, this im- 
plies that recovery is characterized by residually reduced trans- 
mitter release. The results were more complex in C cells where 
ACh responses and nicotinic EPSPs were both potentiated after 
trains at 20 Hz. However, potentiation of the EPSP often pre- 
ceded by 5-15 set that of the ACh response. This suggests post- 
tetanic potentiation of release in C cells. 

dTC is a competitive antagonist of nicotinic receptors on B 
and C neurons. An independent approach for testing the possible 

B 
synaptic 

iontophoretic 

JlOrnV 
0.5 s 

D 

0.8. iontophoretic 

io.j , I , , ( 

0 2 4 a a 10 
pulse number 

Figure 5. Comparison of synaptic po- 
tentials with iontophoretic responses to 
ACh in a B cell (A, C) and a C cell (B, 
D) in 20 FM dTC. In A, alternating syn- 
aptic potentials (0) and ACh responses 
(v) were recorded at 2 Hz from a B 
cell (V, = -48 mV). The thickened 
baseline at the end of the trace was re- 
corded at a slower speed and shows re- 
covery from slow muscarinic depolar- 
ization. A plot of the response ampli- 
tudes (C) shows that EPSPs faded 
while the iontophoretic responses re- 
mained constant. In B, trains of 10 
EPSPs and 10 ACh responses were se- 
quentially recorded at 2 Hz from a C 
cell (V,,, = -4.5 mV). A plot of the re- 
sponse amplitudes (D), normalized to 
the first one in each train, shows that 
the first few EPSPs grew and then re- 
mained elevated, but that iontophoretic 
responses remained constant in ampli- 
tude. 
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D 15, 
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Figure 6. Voltage dependence of the nicotinic EPSC. Families of synaptic currents in a B neuron (A) and a C neuron (B) are averages 
records. Each trace is labeled with the corresponding holding potential. Stimulus artifacts are marked (*). The decay phase of each synaptic 
was fit to a single exponential between 90% and 10% of peak values (arrows in A und B). Examples of curve fits are superimposed as 
lines at positive and negative extremes of the voltage range (A, B). Peak synaptic currents were normalized to their values at -60 mV and 
against the holding potential (C). Plots of time constants (mean + SE) versus holding potential (D) contain data from 28 B cells and 15 
and were fit to the equation 7(V) = T&” (solid lines). 

of five 
current 
dashed 
plotted 
C cells 

postsynaptic origin of fade was to examine dTC’s blocking 
mechanism by measuring synaptic currents. Time constants (7) 
of decay for fast synaptic currents provide a measure of mean 
open-channel lifetime (Magleby and Stevens, 1972a,b) and a test 
for distinguishing competitive from open-channel block by dTC 
(Ascher et al., 1979; Rang, 1982). In these experiments we only 
analyzed cells innervated by a single primary presynaptic fiber. 

Control EPSCs were recorded in normal Ringer at different 
holding potentials (Fig. 6A,B) and used to construct Z-V curves 
(Fig. 6C) for nicotinic currents and to measure the voltage de- 
pendence of T (Fig. 60). At negative potentials the Z-V relations 
were linear. Based on the slope, peak synaptic conductance was 
226 + 59 nS in 28 B cells (mean & SD) and 163 + 53 nS in 
15 C cells (p < 0.001). Linear regression analysis of the data 
showed the reversal potential of the EPSC was -7 mV in B 
neurons and -5 mV in C neurons. Currents were also measured 
at positive potentials in a few cells. The I-V relations show 
inward rectification at potentials positive to f40 mV (Fig. 6C). 
Decay of the EPSC from 90% to 10% of peak amplitude was 
best fit by a single exponential of the form Z(t) = Z,,-c’T, where 
Z is the amplitude of the current at times t and 0 (Fig. 6A,B). As 
expected, r differed between the cell types. At -50 mV, r was 
5.16 + 0.60 msec (mean + SD) in 28 B neurons and 8.69 + 
1.09 msec in 15 C neurons (p < 0.0001). When r was plotted 
against voltage (V) (Fig. 60), the data were well fit by the equa- 
tion T(V) = T&~, where r0 is the value of r at 0 mV and A is 

the coefficient of voltage dependence. A was -0.0033 + 0.0012 
mV-I (mean ? SD) in 28 B cells and -0.0039 ? 0.0011 mV-’ 
in 15 C cells 0, > 0.1). 

EPSCs in both cell types were similarly affected by dTC. 
Three FM dTC reduced EPSC amplitude without altering its time 
course (Fig. 7A,D). In Z-V plots (Fig. 7&E) 3 pM dTC had no 
effect on the extrapolated reversal potential (-4 mV in B and 
C cells) and reduced synaptic conductance to 46 -t 9% of con- 
trol (mean ? SD) in six B cells and 46 + 12% of control in 
four C cells (P > 0.9). There was no sign of voltage-dependent 
block judging from the fact that the Z-V relations remained linear 
at negative potentials in dTC (Ascher et al., 1979). This is fur- 
ther supported by the finding that 3-10 pM dTC had no effect 
on r between -30 and - 100 mV in nine B cells (Fig. 7C) and 
six C cells (Fig. 7F). 

Evidence against presynaptic nicotinic receptors and cumu- 
lative open-channel block of postsynaptic receptors. Previous 
studies have reported presynaptic nicotinic receptors in frog 
sympathetic ganglia (Koketsu and Nishi, 1968; Ginsborg, 1971). 
If such receptors modulate ACh release, then dTC would be 
expected to alter the rate of change in EPSC amplitude during 
repetitive stimulation (Magleby et al., 1981; Gibb and Marshall, 
1984). Alternatively, a low level of open-channel block during 
a single response might accumulate during repetitive activity 
(Gurney and Rang, 1984). We examined these possibilities by 
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Figure 7. Competitive block of EPSCs by dTC in B cells (A-C) and C cells (D-F). EPSCs (A, D) were recorded in control Ringer (larger 
currents in each pair) and in 3 PM dTC over a range of holding potentials. The I-V relations in B and E contain paired observations in control 
Ringer and dTC from six B cells and four C cells. In C and F, time constants for EPSC decay in dTC were normalized to their control values in 
Ringer and plotted against the holding potentials. C contains data from six B neurons in 3 PM dTC and three B neurons in 10 FM dTC. F contains 
data from four C neurons in 3 FM dTC and two C neurons in 10 PM dTC. 

first determining the effect of repetitive stimulation on EPSC 
amplitude. 

In normal Ringer, repetitive stimulation had different effects 
on EPSC amplitude in B and C cells. Low-frequency trains were 
dominated by depression in B cells and potentiation in C cells. 
Figure 8, A and C, illustrates a B cell in which there was slight 
depression during a 1 Hz train. The pattern became biphasic 
during 5 Hz stimulation. Initial potentiation of the EPSC was 
followed by depression below the amplitude of the first re- 
sponse. At 10 and 20 Hz the transient potentiation grew larger 
and the amplitude of the last EPSC in each train remained ele- 
vated. Frequency-dependent changes in EPSC amplitude were 
different in C cells (Fig. 8&D). During 5 Hz stimulation, the 
first few EPSCs potentiated and then remained elevated through- 
out the train. At 10 Hz there was less potentiation and, at 20 
Hz, transient potentiation gave way to clear depression. These 
effects parallel the frequency dependence of curariform block in 
extracellular records (Fig. 2) and changes in EPSP amplitude 
seen in dTC under current clamp (Figs. 4, 5). 

Hypothetical roles for presynaptic nicotinic receptors and cu- 
mulative postsynaptic open-channel block were tested by mea- 
suring the effects of 10 p,M dTC on trains of EPSCs in B neurons 
(Fig. 9). At -50 mV, dTC uniformly reduced the amplitudes of 
all EPSCs in a 5 Hz, 40 pulse train, and increasing the holding 
potential to - 100 mV uniformly restored EPSC amplitudes (Fig. 
9A). When data from 11 neurons were normalized to the first 
response in each train and averaged, there was no effect of dTC 
on either the initial rate of transient potentiation or the subse- 
quent rate of fade during the train (Fig. 9B). In four cells where 

trains were recorded at -50 and - 100 mV, hyperpolarization 
had no effect on the time course of potentiation and fade (Fig. 
9C). There was no effect of dTC on r for EPSC decay during 
the train at either membrane potential (Fig. 9D,E). 

It was impractical to measure the effect of dTC on the rate 
of fade in C neurons. Instead we looked to see whether presyn- 
aptic nicotinic receptors on C fibers could alter the evoked re- 
lease of luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH). In ad- 
dition to causing fade, 20 Hz stimulation is optimal for evoking 
LHRH release and this is reflected in the amplitude of the slow 
EPSP (Peng and Horn, 1991). Moreover, peptidergic EPSPs that 
are free of nicotinic EPSPs can be recorded from B neurons (Jan 
and Jan, 1982). In five of five B cells, 100 PM dTC had no 
effect on the peptidergic EPSP evoked by 100 stimuli at 20 Hz 
(Fig. 10). It remained at 102 ? 12% of control amplitude. 

Discussion 

The extracellular results show dTC can selectively block nico- 
tinic synapses on B or C neurons depending on the dose and 
stimulus parameters. The intracellular data indicate dTC is a 
competitive antagonist and does not select between postsynaptic. 
receptors on the two cell types. Instead, dTC acts indirectly to 
unmask a difference in ACh release by preganglionic B and C 
neurons that is evident at low frequencies of stimulation. Pre- 
synaptic nicotinic receptors do not modulate ACh release under 
conditions that produce fade in the B system and do not mod- 
ulate LHRH release under conditions that produce fade in the C 
system. Comparison of extracellular and intracellular data per- 
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Figure 8. Repetitive trains of 40 
EPSCs in normal Ringer are character- 
ized by frequency-dependent changes 
in amplitude in a B neuron (A) and a 
C neuron (B). Amplitudes of individual 
EPSCs are plotted in C and D. Hori- 
zontal lines mark the amplitudes of the 
first responses in each train. 
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mits an estimate of the safety factor for nicotinic transmission et al., 1987, 1991). The difference between r in B and C cells 
in cells unperturbed by electrode damage or dTC. remains unexplained. 

Nicotinic receptors on B and C neurons are similar but not 
identical Estimating the sqfety factor ,for nicotinic transmission 
Our data extend previous studies of nicotinic receptors in bull- 
frog ganglia and permit a more detailed comparison between 
cell types. The synaptic conductances in B and C cells differ in 
their kinetics and size, but are indistinguishable in terms of their 
reversal potentials, voltage sensitivity, and block by dTC. On 
average, r is -70% slower in C cells, and peak synaptic con- 
ductance is -40% larger in B cells. Consequently, the total 
charge entering C cells is -33% larger than that entering B cells 
(59 vs 43 PC). 

In the original description of B and C cells in toad sympa- 
thetic ganglia, Nishi et al. (1965) demonstrated reversal of the 
EPSP at 0 to -10 mV, and inward rectification at positive po- 
tentials. Subsequent voltage-clamp studies in B neurons con- 
firmed that synaptic currents behave like EPSPs (Kuba and Ni- 
shi, 1979; MacDermott et al., 1980; Connor et al., 1983). We 
observed similar behavior of synaptic currents in C cells (Fig. 
6). Our estimates of T agree with earlier reports for B cells (Kuba 
and Nishi, 1979; MacDermott et al., 1980) and are slightly 
smaller than values reported for C cells (Marshall, 1986). Our 
data provide the first evidence for similar voltage dependence 
(A) of r in the two cell types. Although r may reflect mean 
channel open time (Magleby and Stevens, 1972a,b), the situation 
is probably more complex given single channel studies of rat 
sympathetic neurons that show r reflects burst duration rather 
than individual channel openings (Derkach et al., 1987; Mathie 

In normal Ringer, CAP amplitude remains stable during repeti- 
tive stimulation (Figs. 1, 2), thereby showing that the safety 
factor for nicotinic transmission is high in both cell systems. 
The size of the safety factor can be estimated by comparing the 
extracellular and intracellular data. In extracellular experiments, 
the IC,, reflects the concentration of dTC that reduces EPSP 
amplitude so that it is subthreshold in half the neurons. At 0 Hz, 
the IC,, was 27.9 pM in the B system and 13.5 FM in the C 
system (Fig. 2E). By contrast, only 3 pM dTC was needed to 
block approximately half the synaptic current in both cell types. 
Therefore, more than half the receptors must be blocked to re- 
duce EPSP amplitude below threshold. The safety factor in B 
cells can be further defined because fade is presynaptic. Five 
hertz stimulation depresses EPSC amplitude by -20% (Fig. 9B) 
and shifts the extracellular IC,, for dTC to 4.8 PM (Fig. 2E), 
just slightly greater than 3 pM, which blocks half the current. 
This means that <40% of the synaptic conductance is required 
to bring half the B neurons to threshold in the absence of drugs 
or cellular damage. The twofold difference in extracellular IC,, 
values implies that the safety factor for transmission is lower in 
C cells and conforms with the finding that synaptic conductance 
is smaller in C cells. We conclude the safety factor is >2.5 in 
the B system and somewhat smaller in the C system. 
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Figure 9. The effect of 10 p,M dTC on EPSCs in B cells during 5 Hz trains. Records from one cell (A) show that dTC reduced synaptic currents 
throughout the train. When the driving force on the currents was roughly doubled by increasing the holding potential from -50 to - 100 mV, the 
EPSCs were nearly restored to their original amplitudes. Paired data from 11 cells also show the effect of dTC on EPSC amplitude at -50 mV 
was uniform throughout the train (B). EPSC amplitudes were normalized to the first response in each train and plotted as the mean -C SE. The 
washout data represent four cells in the group and do not contain error bars. In C, paired data from four cells show that hyperpolarization from 
-50 to - 100 mV did not alter the rate of fade. In D and E, r values during trains are plotted (data from the neuron in A). At -50 mV, dTC had 
no effect on T, which remained constant during the train (D). When V,,, was shifted from -50 to - 100 mV in dTC (E), T increased, but held 
constant during both trains. 

Comparison with nicotinic receptors on other autonomic onist (Lipscombe and Rang, 1988; present results). Does this 
neurons reflect differences between frog and rat or differences between 

In the rat submandibular ganglion, dTC is primarily an open- sympathetic and parasympathetic neurons? Both factors may be 

channel blocker (Ascher et al., 1979; Rang, 1982), while in bull- relevant. In rabbit sympathetic neurons dTC is primarily a com- 
frog sympathetic B and C neurons dTC is a competitive antag- petitive inhibitor positive to -80 mV, whereas in rat sympathetic 

A-k ,.-M 
control 

100 pM dTC 

CA, 
wash 

-I 15mV Figure 10. The slow peptidergic 
EPSP recorded from a B neuron is in- 

150s sensitive to dTC. Under current clamp 
w__ (V,,, = -45 mV), peptidergic EPSPs 

were evoked by 100 shock trains at 20 
Hz to the preganglionic C pathway. 
The responses recorded in control 
Ringer (A), in 100 (*M dTC (B), and 
after washout in normal Ringer (C) 
were indistinguishable. 
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neurons, dTC is primarily an open-channel blocker (Skok et al., 
1989). 

dTC unmasks differences in ACh release by preganglionic B 
and C terminals 

Iontophoresis experiments (Fig. 5) showed that altered postsyn- 
aptic sensitivity can not account for the changes in EPSP am- 
plitude during low-frequency stimulation. The behavior of 
EPSCs in normal Ringer (Fig. 8) is also consistent with a pre- 
synaptic explanation for use-dependent effects of dTC in extra- 
cellular experiments. In the B system, 1 Hz stimulation produced 
pure depression of EPSCs that gave way to facilitation at higher 
frequencies (Fig. 8A,C). Maximal depression occurred between 
1 and 5 Hz, and this corresponds well with the frequency de- 
pendence of extracellular fade in dTC (Fig. 2E). The increase 
in IC,, for dTC between 5 and 20 Hz (Fig. 2E) is also consistent 
with the increase in facilitation seen at these frequencies in nor- 
mal Ringer (Fig. 8A,C). There is a similar correlation in C cells 
between EPSC behavior in normal Ringer (Fig. SB,D) and the 
use dependence of dTC in blocking synapses (Fig. 2). This sup- 
ports the conclusion that dTC acts on postsynaptic nicotinic re- 
ceptors, lowers the safety factor for transmission, and thereby 
unmasks the frequency dependence of ACh release by B and C 
cells. 

One hypothesis to account for the difference in release is that 
quanta1 content is higher in preganglionic B neurons than in 
preganglionic C neurons. If  true, one might expect readily re- 
leasable stores of ACh to be quickly depleted in B cells at mod- 
est rates of repetitive stimulation. By contrast, the low level of 
release by C neurons would not deplete stores and, instead, re- 
lease might be potentiated at low frequencies through intracel- 
lular Ca*+ accumulation. A model of this type also predicts post- 
train depression in the B system and posttrain potentiation in the 
C system (Figs. 3, 4). 

The idea that quanta1 content can differ between subclasses 
of preganglionic terminals has precedents. Nishi et al. (1967) 
compared maximal rates of rise for miniature and evoked EPSPs 
in toad sympathetic ganglia and concluded quanta1 content was 
129 in B cells and 79 in C cells, but they did not report the size 
of their samples. Although suggestive, the potential complexity 
of the problem is illustrated by a study in bullfrog of 39 B cells 
in which quanta1 content was quite variable, ranging from 21 to 
125 (Connor et al., 1983). In the avian ciliary ganglion, Dryer 
and Chiappinelli (1987) reported quanta1 content was 15-30 in 
preganglionics innervating the larger, ciliary neurons and 4-7 in 
preganglionics innervating chorioid neurons. 

Do presynaptic receptors modulate ACh release.7 

It is an old notion that mammalian and amphibian autonomic 
ganglia contain presynaptic nicotinic receptors (Koelle, 1961; 
Koketsu and Nishi, 1968; Ginsborg, 1971). The evidence in frog 
sympathetic ganglia comes from extracellular recordings of pre- 
synaptic action potentials. Reviewing earlier experiments, it is 
difficult to exclude the possibility that elevation of extracellular 
K+ by activation of postsynaptic nicotinic receptors caused the 
reported presynaptic changes. Nonetheless, we saw no effects of 
dTC on evoked release of ACh or LHRH. This conforms with 
negative results in ACh collection experiments from mammalian 
ganglia (Brown et al., 1970). The case against presynaptic nic- 
otinic receptors in C neurons is weaker than that in B neurons 
because we were unable to apply ACh iontophoretically at 20 
Hz where fade occurs. Despite this limitation, two observations 

argue against presynaptic nicotinic receptors in C neurons. The 
depression of EPSC amplitude at 20 Hz in normal Ringer (Fig. 
8B) resembled fade in dTC (Figs. 2, 4), and LHRH release by 
preganglionic C terminals was unaltered by dTC (Fig. 10). 

Since dTC blocks potassium conductances in B cells (Goh 
and Pennfather, 1987), it might act presynaptically but in non- 
specific fashion. This seems unlikely since dTC did not alter the 
rate of depression in the B system (Fig. 9). Moreover, structur- 
ally unrelated compounds (neuronal bungarotoxin, hexamethon- 
ium, mecamylamine) produce qualitatively similar effects on 
trains of CAPS (Shen and Horn, 1992, 1993). 

Alternatively, presynaptic muscarinic receptors might contrib- 
ute to differences between B and C cells. Based on recordings 
in low CaZ+, high Mg*+ Ringer, Koketsu and Yamada (1982) 
concluded that presynaptic muscarinic receptors inhibit ACh re- 
lease in the B system. However, Conner et al. (1983) concluded 
that presynaptic muscarinic receptors do not modulate quanta1 
content in preganglionic B fibers. 

Additional experiments will be needed to understand the dif- 
ference in ACh release between preganglionic B and C neurons, 
and the physiological significance of these mechanisms for gan- 
glionic integration and downstream control of glandular secre- 
tion and arterial tone. 
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